
The ukulele number thing… 

 

You’re in the middle of a jam and you have no idea what chords are being played. You 

watch you neighbor’s hands but they decided to play a soprano and their fingers just look 

like a blob of flesh. You look across the room and realize that you haven’t had your eyes 

checked in years! Some saintly person recognizes the discontentment on your face and 

yells out G9 and you give back that blank stare that says “G9 what the heck is a G9!?!” 

The saint yells out “4555”, the blank stare now goes completely dark.  

 

The numbering system that was called out stems from tablature. If you look at tablature 

there are four lines that represent the 4 strings of the ukulele. Read from bottom to top: 

the bottom line represents the G string, the second from bottom represents the C string, 

the third line from bottom the E string and the top represents the A string. When a 

number appears on the line it signals the fret number that should be played. If you 

combine the two elements line and number, you get the string and fret to be played.  

 

Hint: If you were to lay your ukulele down on a page of tablature with the neck on the 

left and the body on the right. The strings on the ukulele and the lines of the tablature 

would match up. 

 

Eureka!Eureka!Eureka!Eureka!    
 

Now, that we know that back to the numbers that were called out. The first number 

represents that bottom line, (recall that represents the G string). If the first number called 

out was 4 then you’re supposed to play on the G string the 4
th

 fret. The next numbers 

called out in the example were fives. That would mean that the C E and A strings should 

be played at the 5
th

 fret.  

 

 

 

So this becomes “4555” and that becomes  

 

Eureka!Eureka!Eureka!Eureka!    
 

Note: the number off to the left of the chord box represents where the first dot should be 

played. So, in this example the left most dot should be played on the 4
th

 fret.  

 

 

The first time I heard somebody do this it was Doc Yasui calling out the numbers. He 

explained them to me and I loved it for its accuracy and rapid delivery.  

 

I hope this explains the numbering system for you too! 

 


